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Forex trading in the current climate

2020 has been an unusual and challenging year in many ways, particularly in global markets. Daniel Kibel, co-founder of
CM Trading, speculates on the outlook for forex traders in the months to come.

“With the US Elections still fresh in our minds; a Covid vaccine on the horizon and the South African economy still under
significant strain, 2021 is going to be a revealing year. For anyone trading in forex at the moment, things are currently quite
unclear. And with a lack of clarity comes volatility in the markets.

“Volatility can be both good and bad. It increases risk but can also increase
profits for the brave and the shrewd. For anyone who’s looking to make a lot of
money, now might be a good time to hit the ground running. But they need to
be mindful that they could just as soon lose everything they invest as have a
sudden windfall in returns.

“There are still a lot of open questions following the US elections. Joe Biden
won both the popular vote and the Electoral College vote. But he didn’t win the
senate. That could pose challenges for him in terms of passing legislation. So,
change following Trump may be a slow process. And there is still a lot of
uncertainty about what may come.

“Over the last few weeks, since the US election results and the vaccine were
announced, we’ve – curiously – seen the rand pick up. The British pound
outperformed many other currencies but the dollar has suffered a bit. Gold is
up – and generally the commodity traders turn to if they want to play it safe.

“Now that we have the democrats stepping into the white house, we’ve seen
stock markets going up. And generally when stock markets go up, the dollar
does go down. We are still in very uncertain times because of Covid, so what

may happen next is anyone’s guess at this stage.

“I’m not extremely positive about the outlook for the rand following the recent ratings agency downgrades. Even when Covid
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goes away, the economy has still been hit by a hurricane. And with hurricanes, you generally only see the devastation
when they’re gone. There is more to recovery than just bringing the economy back from Covid. The alleged corruption, the
lack of impetus to invest in South Africa and Moody's Investors’ Service and Fitch Ratings downgrades of the country’s
debt further into junk status are cause for concern.

“S&P Global was the only major ratings agency to give SA a reprieve, maintaining both its rating and stable outlook. But
with Moody’s now placing SA at two notches into junk and Fitch moving SA three notches below investment grade, the
country's path back to investment grade is harder.

“A junk rating directly affects the country’s ability to borrow money – which is much-needed following the Covid crisis.
Effectively, it could cost South Africa far more to borrow due to higher interest rates being imposed because of the junk
rating. South Africa’s government bonds are now seen as extremely high risk. And higher interest rates mean even more
debt, which will affect the economy in the long-term.

“It’s been extremely interesting looking at the recent dollar-rand fluctuations. There is a potential long-term trade opportunity
there. In an economy that is experiencing a lot of issues following Covid and downgrades, the rand-dollar is definitely one
to watch. And in a year that has held many surprises, I have a feeling we’re in for even more in 2021.

For more information on CM Trading, visit their official website at www.cmtrading.com or call +27105008026, and one of
their friendly staff will assist you.

CM Trading is the brand name of Global Capital Markets Trading Ltd (A Seychelles company, company no. 104785).

ABOUT CM TRADING:

CM Trading is “Your local international broker” and is a leading provider of derivative trading solutions to the local and
international market. The company, regulated by the South African Financial Services Board, operates successfully around
the globe and assists in increasing their clients trading knowledge, providing personal service and support as well as a
range of online solutions to match every trader’s needs.

For more information on CM Trading please visit their website https://www.cmtrading.com/, or contact them on +27 10 500
80 26 or via email moc.gnidartmc@ofni . You can also follow them on Twitter @CMTrading_FX and Facebook
@CapitalMarketsTrading.
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